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"This is such a lovely little story
with an important message to

children who enjoy the seaside." 

"Perfect picture book for summer
days at the beach and rockpool

explorers who love wildlife!"

"A positive story about caring for our
oceans written by an author who
knows what she's talking about." 

"It is the kind of book you will
remember all of your life, and want to

share with your own children and
grandchildren."

Rhythmic rhymes and vibrant watercolours that show how important
seagrass is as a habitat and how it's being protected. 

If you look out at the ocean
 As you're standing on the shore,
 Do you ever stop and wonder

 What there could be to explore?

 Discover the Secret Seagrass Meadows. What is seagrass? What
creatures might you find hiding among the leaves? How are

seagrass meadows being protected for the future? 

With Emma Rosen's gentle rhymes and Rhiannon Thomas's coastal
watercolours, children will love this beautiful story.

Sponsored by Natural England

Secret Seagrass Meadows
Written by Emma Rosen and Illustrated by Rhiannon Thomas 

Captivating Kelp Forests (New Release)
Written by Emma Rosen and Illustrated by Rhiannon Thomas 

Flowing rhymes and beautiful watercolours that show how important kelp
is to the creatures that live in it...and to us!

Imagine that you’re floating
On a current in the sea. 

Swaying underneath you
There’s a forest of tall leaves.

 
Drift through a Captivating Kelp Forest. 

 What is kelp? What creatures make kelp forests their home?  
Why do we need to protect these underwater forests? 

 
Author Emma Rosen and artist Rhiannon Thomas team up

for another beautiful rhyming story that children will want to
read again and again.

Sponsored by Natural England

Launching on 16th February at the Isle of Wight Story Festival



Mummy takes Tilly (and some freshly baked cookies) to
meet Uncle James and Auntie Grace's new baby. When

Tilly first sees baby Ben she wonders why he’s snuggled up
so closely to Auntie Grace. Luckily, her aunt knows all sorts

of funny facts about how different kinds of animals give
their babies milk, which helps Tilly understand what

breastfeeding is.

This is a heartwarming story for little ones to share with
their families and it makes space for deeper conversations

about what happens when a new baby comes along.

Milk and Cookies 
Written by Emma Rosen and Illustrated by Rhiannon Thomas 

"We love this book in our house, the
curriculum misses out how mammals feed
their babies when the topic is covered at

school" 

"Such a beautiful book,
from the illustrations to the

story."

Brightly-coloured illustrations of animals accompanying a conversation between an aunt
and niece about how mammals feed their babies

Lily the limpet lives happily in a rock
pool. When Billy and Gran go to the

beach they accidentally take the
stone she lives on. Join Lily as she

tries to find her way home.

A beautiful seaside story.

Lily the Limpet Gets Lost 
Written by Emma Rosen and Illustrated by Evgeniia Blackery 

A sweet story that explains what limpets are and highlights the importance of taking
care of living things when visiting the beach.

"This is such a lovely little story
with an important message to

children who enjoy the seaside." 

"Perfect picture book for summer
days at the beach and rockpool

explorers who love wildlife!"



You've written a book...what next?
Publishing your own book can be a daunting process. At each

complex stage you need to make creative and business
decisions to make the most out of your work.

Self-Publishing takes you through each part of the process,
including editing, design, formatting, publishing options and

marketing. With clear explanations and practical tips, this book
makes publishing your book easier and more enjoyable.

Whether you're new to self-publishing or an established indie
author looking for new ways to promote your work, there is

something in this book for you.

Self Publishing
Written by Emma Rosen

"Self-Publishing by Emma Rosen is the
definitive guide to becoming an indie

author." 

"...t’s probably the best
guide I’ve seen that covers

the subject.."

A comprehensive guide to publishing your own books

Emma Rosen assumed that breastfeeding would be easy.
After all, it is the natural way for humans to feed our

offspring and women have been doing it for millennia.
Motherhood turned Emma’s world upside down. 

In this memoir, Emma tells her story, interwoven with
everything she’s learned about why, in our society,

breastfeeding is far from easy. Milk is both emotional and
heart-warming in the way that only a mother’s story can
be. It is a must-have book for all breastfeeding mothers

and those supporting them.

Milk
Written by Emma Rosen

A breastfeeding memoir, interwoven with everything from the biology of lactation to
the politics that impacts how we feed.

"Thanks Emma for sharing your
story, so beautifully written, and

when I needed it most, it made me
feel like I wasn't alone struggling

with breastfeeding." 

"A must-read for people thinking
about becoming parents, and a

"should-probably-read" for literally
everyone else."



Title Format RRP Wholsale unit
cost 

Captivating Kelp Forests Paperback £7.99 £4.79

Secret Seagrass Meadows Paperback £7.99 £4.79

Milk and Cookies Paperback/Hardback £7.99/£12.99 £4.79/£7.79

Lily the Limpet Gets Lost Paperback/Hardback £7.99/£12.99 £4.79/£7.79

Self-Publishing Paperback/Hardback £6.99/£11.99 £4.19/£7.199

Milk Paperback £9.99 £5.99

Pricing

All books are available at a wholesale discount of 40% 
(shipping is charged - price supplied on enquiry) 

All titles are available directly from the author. please email
emma@emmarosenbooks.co.uk to order.

Alternatively, all titles are available through Gardners. If you have a preferred
distributor then supply through them can also be arranged.

Wholesale discount

How to order

emma@emmarosenbooks.co.uk @emmarosenbooks


